Immigrant Eyes: Photographs by Joe Standart

Outdoor Installation

June 2 to October 16, 2021

1. Front, Left: Hewad
   Afghanistan
   Front, Right: Paulina
   Guatemala
   Back, Left: Rukyia & Gladys
   Democratic Republic of Congo
   Back, Right: Bushrah
   Iraq

2. Front, Left: Beatriz
   Dominican Republic
   Front, Right: Every Man.
   Back, Left: Mohamad
   Syria
   Back, Right: Jyothish
   India

3. Front, Left: Sabrina
   China
   Front, Right: Adriana
   Mexico
   Back, Left: George
   Greece
   Back, Right: Njeri
   Kenya

4. Front, Left: Vanessa
   Peru
   Front, Right: Mame Marie
   Senegal
   Back, Left: Guadalupe
   Mexico
   Back, Right: Paulina
   Guatemala

5. Front, Left: Fereshteh
   Afghanistan
   Front, Right: Omar
   Syria
   Back, Left: Fazila
   Afghanistan
   Back, Right: Nelson
   Ecuador

6. Front, Left: Ranendra
   Bangladesh
   Front, Right: Catherine
   Trinidad & Tobago
   Back, Left: Chabusiku
   Democratic Republic of Congo
   Back, Right: KC
   Venezuela

7. Front, Left: Mahmood
   Iraq
   Front, Right: Sarafadeen
   Nigeria
   Back, Left: Aminah
   Syria
   Back, Right: Jesus
   Mexico

8. Front, Left: Joseph
   Democratic Republic of Congo
   Front, Right: John
   Columbia
   Back, Left: Marta
   Mexico
   Back, Right: Sergei
   Poland

9. Front, Left: Faisal
   Syria
   Front, Right: Anyssa
   Syria
   Back, Left: Kerheim
   USA
   Back, Right: Luis
   Venezuela

10. Front, Left: Badu
    Sudan
    Front, Right: Stephen
    Trinidad
    Back, Left: Drysil
    Democratic Republic of Congo
    Back, Right: Ibrahim
    Sri Lanka

11. Front, Left: Issa
    Syria
    Front, Right: Christine
    Philippines
    Back, Right: Sergio
    Mexico
    Back, Right: Jairo
    Colombia

For more information on the portraits or individuals visit:
www.portraitofamerica.org.